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Recent studies show that a maximally entangled Schwinger pair creates a nontraversable Einstein-
Rosen (ER) bridge (wormhole) in the gravitational theory, which bridges causally not connected
parts of the AdS spacetime [PRL 111, 211603 and 211602]. Same authors raise the possibility of a
general correspondence between a weaker entanglement and curvature. Here, we provide some clues
for such a generalized relation. First, we show that (i) entanglement and (ii) violation of Kramers-
Kronig (KK) relations appear at the same critical parameters for a standard two-mode (squeezing)
entanglement interaction. We also include the dampings. Second, we bring a study into attention:
Presence of a spacetime-curvature in vacuum polarization, electron-positron Schwinger pairs, makes
QED also violate the KK relations without violating the causality. Then, we discuss that these
findings are possible to provide new clues for a generalized relation between entanglement and
spacetime-curvature. Such an interpretation may also save violation of KK relations from implying
the violation of the causality.
Entanglement poses a spooky action between a pair
of well-separated particles. Although entanglement can-
not be used for instant communication [1], choice of the
measurement on one of the particles affect the state of
the other instantaneously 1. Similarly, a nontraverable
wormhole, a phenomenon emerging in general relativity
(gravitational theory), can connect (shortcut) two dis-
tant particles at a space-like separation. Although a non-
traversable wormhole cannot be used for instant commu-
nication, as in entanglement, action on one of the parti-
cles can affect the state of the other one [4].
Recent influential works [5, 6],[4] demonstrate a con-
crete relation between the two phenomena; entanglement
in quantum theories and Einstein-Rosen (ER) bridge (a
wormhole) in the gravitational theory. In simple words,
Refs. [5, 6] use equivalence (holography) principle [7, 8]
between the solutions of conformal (quantum) field the-
ory (CFT) and super-symmetric gravitational theory (as
a low energy string theory), i.e. AdS5 [9]. On the CFT
side, they provide analytical solutions [10] to a quark-
antiquark pair, in a maximally entangled state, created
via Schwinger effect [11] in vacuum. The two particles
are not in causal contact such that the light emitted from
one particle cannot reach the other one [6]. On the AdS
side, they explicitly show that this maximally entangled
state, of CFT, produces a nontraversable wormhole (ER
bridge) in AdS [5, 6, 11], via the mathematical corre-
spondence (holography) [10] between 4-dimensional CFT
and AdS5. A “tunneling instanton” solution
2 accompa-
nies the Scwinger effect [11], which corresponds to an ER
bridge [14–16] between the horizons of the particles out
of causal contact [6, 11].
1 In a many-particle (ensemble) entangled state, measurement on
a single particle can affect the state of all remaining particles.
This appears in systems like single-photon superradiance or in-
teracting Bose-Einstein condensates [2, 3].
2 A solution who can change (tunnel), e.g., between two minimum
energies almost instantaneously [12, 13].
Such an explicit demonstration of the correspondence
between a maximally entangled Schwinger pair and emer-
gence of a nontraversable ER bridge (wormhole) led Son-
ner [5] raise the following intriguing question. What if
the system is not in a maximally entangled state but in
a weaker inseparable state?
In this paper, we provide new clues on the
entanglement-ER bridge correspondence. Our results
show a possible extension of the connection between en-
tanglement and ER bridge (very special solutions of Ein-
stein Field equations, EFE, in curved spacetime) into a
kind of correspondence between (i) a particular, small,
value of entanglement and (ii) presence of curvature in
spacetime.
We handle the correspondence in a completely differ-
ent point of view. Instead of CFT, we use the standard
second-quantized theory of quantum optics and QED in
the curved spacetime [17, 18]. Similar to Refs. [5, 6, 11],
QED in curved spacetime deals with electron-positron
Schwinger pairs, i.e. vacuum polarization.
First, we show that the most standard, exactly solv-
able, two-mode squeezing Hˆ = h¯(g1cˆ
†aˆ†+ g∗1 aˆcˆ), interac-
tion [19] in a cavity manifests the violation of Kramers-
Kronig (KK) relations in the input/output (transfer func-
tions) of the cavity. More interestingly, we show that
in such a damped cavity, nonclassicality [entanglement
or single-mode nonclassicality (SMNc), e.g. squeezing]
shows up at exactly the same critical (e.g. cavity-
mirror) coupling, g1, parameter. Moreover, this coin-
cidence appears for any values of the system parameters!
(see Fig. 1) We note that SMNc of a (collective) quasi-
excitation is the collective entanglement of the back-
ground (particles) generating the. e.g. squeezed, exci-
tation [2, 20], see Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Second, we examine (compare with) the quantum elec-
trodynamics (QED) solutions of vacuum-polarization in
curved spacetime. Hollowood and Shore calculate the re-
fractive index n(ω) for vacuum-polarization (Schwinger
production of electron-positron pairs) of light in the pres-
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2ence of background curvature in spacetime [17, 18] us-
ing an unperturbed (sigma wordline [21–24]) formalism.
They provide worldline instanton solutions describing
Schwinger pair creation which can be interpreted as tun-
neling in this formalism [17, 18]. They show that re-
fractive index 3 violates the KK relations due to the
interaction of electron-positron Schwinger pairs with a
weak background curvature 4. We kindly remind that in
Refs. [5, 6, 11], maximally entangled Schwinger pairs are
responsible for the ER bridge (tunneling instanton).
Fortunately, Hollowood and Shore show that in the
presence of background curvature in spacetime, violation
of KK relations does not imply the violation of causal-
ity [17, 18, 25]. Shortly, they argue that interaction of
the generated electron-positron pair with the background
“curvature” violates only the strong equivalence princi-
ple (SEP) [25, 26] in general relativity 5. Validity of SEP
would imply the existence of global reference frames and
this would indicate a superluminal propagation which
could violate the causality [25]. Weak equivalence prin-
ciple, however, implies only the existence of local iner-
tial reference frames which is not sufficient to establish a
link between superluminal propagation and violation of
causality [25] 6.
Both (i) a weakly-entangled system and (ii) a sys-
tem, where a background spacetime curvature is present,
violate the Kramers-Kronig relations. Hence, consider-
ing a possibility of a relation between entanglement and
spacetime curvature could allow us to (a) circumvent
the appearance of violation of KK relation to imply the
causality violation in entangled devices and (b) extend
the entanglement-ER bridge correspondence, bearing in
Refs. [5, 6, 11], into an entanglement-curvature duality.
In advance, we state that our findings do not provide
a proof for the entanglement-curvature (spacetime) rela-
tion. The reason we raise the common appearance of vio-
lation of KK relations, showing up both in the onset of (i)
weak entanglement and (ii) weak spacetime curvature, as
a clue is the following. Actually there are several reasons
for this. First, KK violation is obviously not a common
phenomenon which otherwise would not be so contro-
versial to the audience. Second, Refs. [5, 6, 11] already
provide a direct derivation between maximally entangled
Schwinger pair and ER bridge. So, such a relation be-
tween weak entanglement and spacetime curvature is al-
ready something expected [5]. Third, violation of KK
and onset of entanglement appear at exactly the same
critical coupling g1 > ggcr, see Fig. 1. This obviously pro-
vides a stronger clue, e.g. compared to Ref. [29] where
(fourth) small fluctuations in entanglement are shown to
3 of the light which creates the vacuum polarization
4 Here, light interacts with the background curvature through the
created electron-positron pairs.
5 SEP is not violated if the interaction depends only on the
Christoffel symbols but not directly on the curvature [25, 27, 28].
6 An extended discussion can be found in Refs. [25]
introduce curvature (weight) in a non-dissipative system.
That is, there is no critical point in the valuable work [29],
but the two critical values coincide in our case. Fifth, the
observation on the violation of KK relations via entan-
glement or SMNc (especially in a continuous regime of
variables, i.e. not at some resonances), “forces” us to be-
lieve in (check the existence of) such a correspondence.
Induction of curvature with inseparability can avoid the
violation of causality [17, 18, 25] appearing via entangle-
ment [5].
So this work aims to gather all clues in a single box
besides providing new ones. We propose a way for cir-
cumventing acceptance of the presence of the violation
of causality under the light of Refs. [5, 6, 17, 18]. We
underline that the work presented here has its roots at
Ref. [30].
Tunneling and KK relations— Before demonstrating
our results in the next paragraphs, it is appropriate to
discuss an important point. We note that violation of KK
relations are observed also in “causal” interferometry de-
vices 7 [31–33] where multiple interferences take place.
It is well-known that interference can avoid/limit elec-
tromagnetic field to occupy particular spatial domains.
These domains are tunneled [34]. In these systems, the
major problem is to define the “tunneling times” for pho-
tons [35] which are calculated to be superluminal [36–38].
Although this is discussed to appear due to the instanta-
neous spreading of the wavefunctions [39, 40], also rela-
tivistic equations demonstrate the superluminal tunnel-
ing times [41, 42]. It is also shown that, still open to
further questions, weak Einstein causality (which states
that expectations or ensemble averages may not be su-
perluminal) is not violated in tunneling process [36]. In
Ref. [43], we discuss the interference phenomenon in de-
tails. In Ref. [43], we also show that the faster-than-light
“peak” velocities observed in various experiments [44] are
superluminal since the group-index (mathematically can
be shown to govern the peak velocity [45]) violates the
KK relations. This provides a support for superluminal
propagation needs to be accompanied by a violation of
KK relations which Refs. [17, 18, 25] show: does not nec-
essarily imply the violation of causality.
Actually the appearance of nonanalyticity in the
upper-half of the complex-frequency-plane (CFP), in our
system, is different than the ones discussed in “causal”
interferometry devices [32, 46, 47]. The nonanalyticity
we observe does not depend on the cavity length, un-
like interferometry devices, hence possibly do not origi-
nate from interference8. Our system is merely absorptive
where violation of KK relations do not appear [46, 48].
7 M. Suhail Zubbairy –private communication (group meeting).
8 Actually it is not so important whether it appears via in-
terference or not. Statement “entanglement induces (or in-
duced with) superluminal tunneling” also lines with our dis-
cussions, which strongly accompanies the tunneling instanton in
Refs. [5, 6, 17, 18] wherein tunneling time can be more superlu-
minal (faster) compared to Refs. [36–38].
3Entanglement & violation of Kramers-Kronig
relations— First, we consider an optomechanical sys-
tem [49, 50] in which a cavity mode cˆ interacts with the
vibrating mirror aˆ placed inside the cavity. Then, we
tune the cavity to favor Hˆint = h¯(g1cˆ
†aˆ† + g∗1 aˆcˆ) two-
mode squeezing [49] type interaction. We show that en-
tanglement and violation of KK relations appear at the
same critical coupling g = gcrt, in Fig. 1.
Entanglement features of an optomechanical system
have already been studied extensively [51]. Hamiltonian
can be written [30, 49] as
Hˆ = h¯∆ccˆ
†cˆ+ h¯ωmaˆ†aˆ+ h¯gcˆ†cˆqˆ + ih¯εL(cˆ† − cˆ) (1)
in the frame rotating with the laser (pump) frequency ωL,
i.e. ∆c = ωc−ωL. ωc is the frequency of the optical cav-
ity mode. Nonclassicalities, e.g entanglement and single-
mode nonclassicality (SMNc) such as squeezing, are de-
termined by noise operators [52, 53], i.e. δcˆ = cˆ−〈cˆ〉 and
δqˆ = qˆ−〈qˆ〉, with qˆ = (aˆ†+aˆ)/√2. After the linerization,
Langevin equations
δ ˙ˆq = ωmδpˆ (2)
δ ˙ˆp = −γmδpˆ− ωmδqˆ + g(α∗cδcˆ+ αcδcˆ†) + gmˆin(t) (3)
δ ˙ˆc = −(γc + i∆)δcˆ+ igαcδqˆ + gcaˆin(t) (4)
become analytically solvable, where aˆin(t) and ˆin(t) are
the optical and mechanical noises, leaking in, from the
two vacua [30]. The laser pump is used for increasing the
effective coupling between the mirror and cavity mode.
γc,m = piD(ωc,m)g
2
c,m are the damping rates and ∆ =
∆c−g|qs|2 with qs and αc are the steady-state values for
〈qˆ〉 and 〈cˆ〉 [54, 55].
In this work, in difference to Refs. [49, 50], we
are particularly interested in single-mode nonclassical-
ity (SMNc), e.g. squeezing, of the cˆ-mode. The reason
becomes apparent in the following section. We quantify
the SMNc of the cavity mode —stays Gaussian due to
linearization [49]— using a beam-splitter (BS) approach
described in Ref. [56] in full details. Shortly, a stronger
nonclassical state generates stronger entanglement at a
BS output [57].
The linearized version of the hamiltonian (1) con-
tains two terms. One of them is the entangler part
Hˆent ∝ cˆ†aˆ†+aˆcˆ. The second one is HˆBS ∝ aˆ†cˆ+cˆ†aˆ. The
two-mode squeezing hamiltonian [58] Hˆent generates pure
entanglement and HˆBS interaction just distributes it be-
tween different amounts of two-mode entanglement and
single-mode nonclassicality, where a conservation holds
between the two [57, 59–61]. That is, Hˆent alone, with-
out the presence of HˆBS, cannot produce SMNc in the
cavity-mode cˆ.
We tune ∆ = −ωm. This brings the interaction Hˆent
into resonance [49, 50] and favors the generation of cˆ-
aˆ entanglement. When ∆ = −ωm, however, instability
sets up at a small gst =
√
γcγm/2 [49, 50]. This makes
the system unstable before/at the SMNc onsets. For this
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FIG. 1. For ∆ = −ωm, h¯g1(cˆ†aˆ† + aˆcˆ) entangler interaction is
favored. In this case, (a) single-mode nonclassicality (SMNc)
and (b) violation of KK relations appear at the same critical
coupling g. In graphics (a), plot is ended at g = 1.2. After
that value system becomes unstable.
tuning, action of the HˆBS is too small due to the off-
resonance. We can circumvent this problem by introduc-
ing a variable interaction
Hˆint = h¯g1(cˆ
†aˆ† + aˆcˆ) + h¯g2(cˆ†aˆ+ aˆ†cˆ) (5)
hamiltonian. Here, we aim to control Hˆent and HˆBS
terms independently, via g1,2. For ∆ = −ωm, we increase
g2 accordingly merely to stabilize the system. That is,
smaller values of g2 does not stabilize the system for us
to see the increase in the SMNc.
In Fig. 1a, we plot the degree of the SMNc of the cavity
mode for ∆ = −ωm and g2 = 10g1. We observe that
there is a dramatic increase after g ≥ gcrt. Here gcrt ∼√
γcγm/2. In Fig. 1a, system becomes unstable where
the plot ends. We note that g2 is chosen larger only
to demonstrate the audience that when the system is
stabilized, SMNc and violation of KK relations appear
at the same parameters. Although we use g2=10g1 in
Fig. 1, one can appreciate that choice of ∆ = −ωm, off-
resonant, already weakens its act substantially [49].
Next, we leave the second-quantized picture and work
with the expectation values of the operators [54, 55], e.g.,
c = c0 + c+αpe
−i∆pt + c−α∗pe
i∆pt, (6)
similarly for q and p. We assume an extremely small
probe field αp, |αp|2 is the number of probe photons, of
frequency ∆p in the rotating frame. Since the probe field
αp is extremely small, system can be safely described
with the linear response, i.e. α2p ∼ 0. In both treatments
second order terms, e.g. (δqˆ)2 and α2p, are neglected. The
nonanalyticities of the transfer function can be obtained
from the roots of c+ = 0 [30], i.e.
c+ ∝ [γc− i(∆ + ∆p)](∆2p−ω2m + iγm∆p)− iωm|G|2 = 0.
(7)
4We also checked if the zeros from the denominator of
c+ cancels the ones from the nominator and we observed
that they are completely different. Denominator does not
have a zero in the upper half of the complex frequency
place (CFP). In our cavity system, there appears some
nonanalyticities also due to interference [36, 46, 47], e.g.
−(2γcc˜+− 2)2 + (2γcc˜+)2ei2kpL + ... = 0 with kp = ωp/c,
which we do not consider here. c+ = 0 has 3 complex
roots ∆
(1,2,3)
p , one of them relies in the upper half of the
CFP for g ≥ gcrt, see Fig. 1b.
In Fig. 1, we clearly observe that for an entangler
hamiltonian Hˆent = h¯g1(cˆ
†aˆ† + aˆcˆ), violation of KK and
SMNc onset at the same critical point. Moreover, this
is independent of γc,m. In Fig. 1a, system becomes un-
stable where the plot ends. We recall that for SMNc of
the cavity mode to emerge, Hˆent interaction is not suf-
ficient. Hˆent only generates the entanglement, but HˆBS
distributes the entanglement into SMNc.
Hence, for the simplest entanglement generator
(namely the two-mode squeezing) hamiltonian, SMNc
and violation of KK relations appear together 9. We
note that, the final hamiltonian
Hˆ = h¯∆cˆ†cˆ+ h¯ωmaˆ†aˆ+ h¯g1(cˆ†aˆ† + aˆcˆ) + h¯g2(cˆ†aˆ+ aˆ†cˆ)(8
does not include any gain. We introduce only the losses
into Langevin equations. There is no physical phe-
nomenon (restriction) which avoids the achievement of
g1 ≥ gcrt in principle. Our work bases on the solutions
of the simplest (standard) exactly solvable nonclassical-
ity (entanglement and SMNc) generator hamiltonian (8).
We put the optomechanics hamiltonian as an example
physical system where one can approximately obtain the
interaction (5). Other systems could also result similar
interaction. For instance, in Ref. [62] it is discussed that a
radiation pressure like hamiltonian is responsible for the
Stokes and anti-Stokes shifts in surface enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS).
Besides its fundamental implications, such a phe-
nomenon can also be used to “guess” the onset regime
for measurements below the standard quantum limit
(squeezing) by measuring the transfer functions 10.
Why SMNc? Now we are in the right position to
state the physical reasoning for considering the degree of
SMNc of the cavity field, instead of cˆ− aˆ entanglement.
As explicitly demonstrated in Ref. [2], the quasiparticle
excitations of an ensemble become nonclassical (SMNc)
when the particles, in the ensemble, are entangled “col-
lectively”. For a better visualization, in Fig. 2 we plot a
squeezed “phonon” wavepacket. The findings of Ref. [2]
9 Even though probe field and frequency ∆p appear explicitly in
the calculation of the transfer functions, violation of KK relations
is related with the complete frequency response of the transfer
functions.
10 The credit for this idea belongs to Peter Zoller at IQOQI of
Innsbruck.
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FIG. 2. If, for instance, a phonon is squeezed the the motional
degree of freedom of the vibrating atoms are collectively en-
tangled within the extent of the phonon wavepacket. A simi-
lar visualization can be made for a squeezed photon, e.g. the
cavity mode.
state that if the phonon is squeezed [63], vibrational (mo-
tional) degree of freedom of atoms are entangled with
each other. This happens within the extent of the phonon
wavepacket [64]. Hence, the following question would be
intriguing. Analogously, can one imagine that, when the
light inside the cavity is SMNc (e.g. squeezed), the differ-
ent positions in the background spacetime of the cavity
(maybe Schwinger pairs at different positions) are entan-
gled [20] 11? This is the explicit reason we calculate the
SMNc of the cavity field instead of the cˆ − aˆ entangle-
ment. Interestingly, only the SMNc of cˆ displays such an
increase, not the cˆ-aˆ entanglement. Hence, in this sense,
the type of entanglement we treat here can be different
than the bipartite entanglement in Refs. [5, 6].
We repeat ourselves: we do not base a theory relying on
these coincidences. We only raise them to the attention
of the society, which we think they are important issues.
Conclusion— The relation between a “maximally en-
tangled” Schwinger pair and a wormhole connecting the
two particles has already been demonstrated explicitly.
Here, we question if there could exist a more general
connection between entanglement of quantum optics and
curvature in general relativity [5]. Unlike Refs. [5, 6, 11],
we do not use String Theory, however, nor we can provide
a direct derivation like the one stated in Refs. [5, 6].
We consider the possibility of such a relation in a
totally different point of view. We provide reasonable
“clues”. On one side we show that (a.i) entanglement
and (a.ii) violation of Kramers-Kronig relations appear
mutually in the simplest exactly solvable hamiltonian.
On a second side, Refs. [17, 18, 25] show that a small
(b.i) curvature in the background spacetime makes the
(b.ii) refractive index violate the KK relations in QED.
Keeping in mind that (1) violation of KK relations
is not a common (is an unresolved) phenomenon, (2)
superluminal propagation is accompanied by violation
of KK relations [43], and (3) presence of superluminal
propagation and violation of KK relations do not imply
11 This can be checked via coupled QED-EFE equations.
5the violation of causality in a curved spacetime back-
ground [17, 18, 25]; makes us consider the possibility of a
generalization of the (into weak) entanglement-curvature
relation. Actually, this is better than accepting the vio-
lation of causality with entanglement in Fig. 1 or in other
systems.
We believe that the conjectures we raise and the di-
rection we point out in this work will stimulate new and
fundamental works on QED in curved spacetime.
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